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Mortgage Savings Credit Cards Auto Insurance
Average rates in New York Metro, NY
Loan Type

Today

Change

Last Week

30 yr fixed

3.71%

3.77%

15 yr fixed

2.94%

2.99%

30 yr fixed refi

3.72%

3.77%

15 yr fixed refi

2.96%

3.01%

30 yr jumbo

3.67%

3.72%

5/1 ARM refi

2.98%

3.18%

Business & Finance
Personal Finance

View rates in your area »
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Contributors
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Malware -- software produced for malicious purposes, such as
theft of bank account information -- has increased about
fortyfold over the past decade, according to AV-Test Institute,
an information technology security analysis firm.

Lynch Defends Executive Action on Gun
Control
WSJ Live

This intensifies vulnerability for those conducting financial
Recommended Games

business on the Internet.

What to read next

The rise is driven by 3 principal factors:
More games »
Compare Brokers

The increasing number of people capable of writing
software.
The proliferation of computer users.
The growing number of software kits that provide malicious
software components.
A programmer in a developing country may determine he'll
make far more money writing malicious software than by any

No end in sight for IBM decline as shares
near six-year low

other occupation. Even organizations with substantial resources
are not safe, as evidenced by the frequency of breaches in
recent years. Most notable are the November 2014 hack at
Sony, in which much of its internal data was aired publicly, and
the July 2015 hacking of the U.S. Office of Personnel
Management. That breach compromised the privacy of 21.5
million people who had undergone a background check by the
federal government.

Credit Cards Now Offer 0% Intro APR
Through 2017
Sponsored CompareCards.com
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Here's why the market likes Adidas'
choice of new CEO
In most of the recent break-ins, human error appears to have
welcomed intruders. Following are some safety tips to enhance
your online banking security.

Download only trusted ﬁles
There are 2 main ways for someone to gain access to your
accounts: through your bank's computers or from your
computer. This is almost always done by slipping a piece of
software onto your computer, or to an administrative computer

These numbers terrify GM, Ford and the
other automakers

at a bank, giving the intruder full access. This access software
is usually installed through a link to a malicious file that exists
either on a website or in an email directed to you that appears
to be safe. This software will typically feature remote access,
enabling the criminal to download the files stored on a
computer, as well as a keystroke logger, used to capture any
login credentials typed but not stored. For this reason, you
should never access accounts from a computer you haven't
always controlled.

5 charts showing how defensive investors
are right now

Downloading untrusted software isn't terribly different from
providing a complete stranger with a key to your house and
hoping he doesn't show up with a moving van.

Install operating system
updates
Updates to the software that runs your computer sent directly
from Microsoft, Apple or the Linux community are offered
regularly and often fix newly found security holes. If a security

Forget Apple. Here's a Better Stock to
Buy
Sponsored The Motley Fool

update is being provided, it means the problem has been
around long enough to have a solution. That means you're
already at risk and should install the update immediately.

Use password tiers
Hackers count on at least some people using the same
passwords for their social media and online shopping accounts
as they do for their credit card, checking and work accounts.
Sites that don't contain sensitive information are less likely to
spend resources protecting themselves from hacks. Therefore,
they are more likely to be targeted, and passwords taken from
those sites may be used to try to log in to your financial
accounts.
Use separate passwords based on account type -- one for

Will United and Southwest follow Delta's
earnings miss?



social media, one for credit cards, one for online banking
security and one primary password for work. Using a limited
number of passwords provides the additional security feature of

Delivery wars: Who will win the food
delivery face-off?

not having to store them in a place where they could be
accessed. Use long complex passwords, to the extent that they
can be remembered, as they can take longer for hacking
software to guess. Also, ensure that the answers to any account
security questions that allow for a password reset can't be
found by researching your profile online.
In addition to avoiding untrusted files, diligently installing
operating system updates and using tiered passwords, inquire
whether your banks' employees have all been trained to do the
same.
Finally, pass along these Internet safety tips on online banking
security to your friends, family and the banks you do business
with so they're not left riding a broken mule into the Wild West.
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AimLoan.com
State Lic #B500987

3.648%

3.625%

Est payment:
Lender fees:
NMLS ID:

at 0.000 pts
Wed Jan 20

The 2016 New Sedan Models
Sponsored Yahoo Search

Citibank, N. A.

4.029%

4.000%

Est payment:
Lender fees:
NMLS ID:

AimLoan.com
State Lic #B500987

3.590%

3.500%

Est payment:
Lender fees:
NMLS ID:

at 0.000 pts
Wed Jan 20

at 0.100 pts
Wed Jan 20

Product: 30 year fixed refi, all points Loan Amount: $400,000 Search Criteria: 20% down, 740+ credit score
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Oﬀer 0% Intro APR
Through 2017
Credit card companies are now
CompareCards.com Sponsored

Here’s the Bomb the US Hopes It
Never Has to Use Against Iran
The good news: Iran seems to be living up to its end
of the treaty with six other nations that requires a
haltFiscal
to Iran’s
uranium enrichment and processing
The
Times

Why GM is betting big on Lyft

Investing legend Jack Bogle: 'Stay the course'
Investors thinking of selling amid the current market turmoil should
resist that urge, Vanguard Group founder Jack Bogle says.
CNBC
VWIAX $58.26 -0.05%

ConocoPhillips: Dedicated to Preserving Its
Dividend…But Is Dedication Enough?
As oil tumbles again, ConocoPhillips (COP) is getting wrecked, and
Barrons.com
COP $34.00 -6.61%
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First-Time Buyers: How Much Down Payment Do
You Really Need These Days?
"The narrative that in order to buy a house in America today you
need 20 percent
U.S.News
& World Report
down is just not true," says Marietta Rodriguez,

How One Couple
Turned $33K Into $1
Million
With stocks tanking so far this
yearMotley
it's easy
overlook how…
The
Fool to
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Television Clip: 'You, Me and the
Apocalypse'

How to Finally Pay Oﬀ Your Debt This Year
The NerdWallet 2015 American Household Credit Card Debt Study,
released last month, found that the average household has $15,355
of credit card
debt
(and $129,579 in total debt, including mortgages).
U.S.News
& World
Report

In Canada, One Signal of 2008
Financial Crisis Is Flashing Again
In Canada, one of the first corners of the financial
markets to start going haywire in the lead-up to
2008’s financial crisis is acting up again.
Bloomberg

9 Good Dividend Stocks to Buy During the
Market Selloﬀ

Crowds Toss Turnips at Annual
Jarramplas Festival

After a bull-market run of nearly seven years, picking winning stocks
in 2016 may be about choosing reliability over flash. That could
Kiplinger

Brock Says Politico Story on
Sanders Attack Is Correct
Play

Jan 19 -- Correct the Record, discusses the
controversy surrounding his plan to attack Bernie
Sanders about
Bloomberg
Video his health records and John

1 Stupid Reason Why
Your Computer Is
Running Slow

More than half of people can't name a
CEO

Do not buy a new PC or call a
repair company,
until you read…
TurboYourPC
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Russian ruble slides to record low
in Moscow trading
MOSCOW (AP) — The Russian ruble slid to a record
low against the dollar Wednesday under pressure
from the low
oil price.
Associated
Press

Equities whacked by oil tumble; bear
conﬁrmation nears
The MSCI World equity index slumped 3.4 percent to its lowest level
since June 2013. "The damage being done in energy is spreading,"
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Why Jerry Seinfeld Is
Selling His Porsches
Jan 20 -- Bloomberg?s Hannah
Elliott reports on comedian Jerry
Seinfeld selling his Porsches o…
Bloomberg
Video
"Bloomberg
Markets.? (Corrects

American Apparel faces bankruptcy court

ISIS Terrorists Get a Big Pay Cut
“So on account of the exceptional circumstances
the Islamic State is facing, it has been decided to
reduce the salaries that are paid to all mujahideen
by half,
it is not allowed for anyone to be
The
Fiscaland
Times

Banks Are Worried
Homeowners Will Do
This

Wall Street in relentless selloff as oil
prices sink

Before you pay your mortgage
this
month, you should see
thi…
Refinance.Comparisons.org
Sponsored

IBM’s Crippled Earnings Forecast May Push CEO
Ginni Rometty Out
Another year, another disappointment for IBM. While cloud
computing
24/7
Wall St. revenue continues to grow, the balance of the company

How to Proﬁt From the Oil Crash
These seven companies can prosper even in a world of cheap oil.

1 Stupid Reason Why Your Computer
Is Running Slow
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CVX $76.81 -5.76%

Cramer: Your only hope for this
treacherous market
Play

Jim Cramer says there is really only one way to
invest in this income-starved and volatile market and
recommends this group of stocks.
CNBC

As Sanders Surges, Dems Finally
Realize They Have a Race on Their
Hands
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The Democratic Party appears to be waking up to
the Fiscal
The
fact that
Times
its nomination process isn’t going quite
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Get familiar with the Windows 10
Recovery Drive... before you need it

Gross Says Global Selloff Shows Failure
of Central Bank Efforts

The worst time to learn your way around the
Recovery Drive is when you're facing a disaster.
This rundown of its tools and options will help you
TechRepublic

Morgan Stanley's CEO just uttered
the 3 words every employee dreads
Morgan Insider
Business
Stanley just announced fourth-quarter
MS $25.00 -4.80%

Gold Prices Ripe for 'Mega Short Squeeze,' Fund
Manager Says

Bankers say end of loose monetary
policy era has fuelled volatility



Defensive buying has launched gold prices and exchange-traded
Barrons.com
funds to a strong starts in 2016. Gold futures and the SPDR Gold

policy era has fuelled volatility
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CEO confidence slides: PwC Survey

No end in sight for IBM decline as shares
near six-year low
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